Stats 102C Introduction to Monte Carlo Methods

Course moodle site: [https://ccle.ucla.edu/course/view/13S-STATS102C-1](https://ccle.ucla.edu/course/view/13S-STATS102C-1).
Instructor: Qing Zhou (zhou@stat.ucla.edu), OH: Tue 3:30-4 and 5:15–6:20pm MS 8979.
Prerequisite: Stats 100B and 102B (recommended). Programming skills (R, by default).

Grading
Your final grade of this course will be composed of three parts:

1. Homework assignments (10%). We will have biweekly assignments. Some problems need computer programming.
2. Midterm exam (40%, in-class). 4-5:15pm, Thu (5/2).
3. Final exam (50%, in-class). 4-5:15pm, Thu (6/6).

Letter grades: top 20% (A), 20% – 70% (B), below 80% (C or below C).

Topics
Introduction to Monte Carlo algorithms for scientific computing. The topics are grouped into six chapters:

1. Introduction and Examples: motivations of the course with examples.
2. Generating Random Variables: inverse cdf, rejection sampling, and normal.
3. Importance Sampling and its applications, sequential Monte Carlo.
6. The Gibbs Sampler: conditional distributions, examples, applications in missing data.

References
- Lecture notes: Will be posted on the Moodle site weekly.
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